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non-technical Overview

Juneau

Juneau Backups are done on SAILBACKUP (192.168.1.6). Juneau has a dedicated backup server that lives

upstairs away from the rest of the servers (a request by auditors in case of flooding in the days when the servers

were in the old Juneau Birthing center). SAILbackup runs the backup routine everyday. It stores 10 days worth

of backups. When the backup routine runs, the oldest archive is refreshed with the current days data.

On Wednesdays and Sundays, the current archive is written to external USB drive to enable offsite storage, and

in case of catastrophic failure of the backup server. See #External Drive Backup below

Sitka and Ketchikan

Sitka and Ketchikan each have one external USB hard-drive that is permanently connected to their server

(sitkabrain and ketchikanbrain respectively). These drives function as the repository for backups. 10 days worth

of backups are kept on the backup drive. When the daily backup routine runs, the oldest archive is refreshed

with the current days data.
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Haines

Because Haines ISP prevents our site-to-site vpn from functioning, backups are a manual process handled by

the Haines staff. They have been provided with a USB hard-drive in which they manually connect to their

workstations and copy files to it for backup purposes.

Technical Overview and Description

cron.daily (this is via anacron) calls '/etc/cron.daily/backup' everyday at 12:30 a.m. This is a wrapper perl script

that calls /usr/local/bin/backup.pl.

Upon execution, backup.pl first checks the backup directory, and removed any archives older than a preset limit

(at this time, it is 14 days. Then, it looks to see if a precopy archive is present. This is a copy of the previous

day's archive. If it is, it changes the name of the archive to today's date and commences the rsync. If not, it

creates a new archive and starts from scratch. By having the precopy there, it maximizes the amount of off-hour

network traffic that the backup routine generates.

backup.pl then parses 'server_list' for all the servers that requires backing up. It also gets mount information and

login credentials from server_list as well.

For each server, backup.pl launches an instance of backup_server.pl that handles the mounting/umounting of a

network share (if necessary), and does the rsyncing.

backup_server.pl uses the rsync_X_list and the rsych_X_exception_list files and does an incremental backup of

that server to SAILbackup.

While each instance of backup_server.pl is doing it's thing, backup.pl continues to launch instances of

backup_server.pl for each server in the server_list file (one every 10 seconds). Then, it sits back and waits for all

the 'done' files to be created for each parallel job that was launched.

When all parallel jobs have reported back as 'done', then the backup.pl script knows SAILbackup has all the

data, and the other processes are free to continue like exporting the archive to external USB drives.

When all the copying and rsyncing is done, backup.pl will copy today's archive to <tomorrow'sdate>_precopy.

The copy is perfomed using HARD links (cp -al).

Currently, all the archives and snapshots from more than two weeks ago is automatically deleted. Thus, the

archives are kept around on SAILbackup for no more than two weeks before being discarded.

History (old way of doing things)

It used to be that every Sunday, a fresh archive was created. All this really did was consume more disk space

over the course of time. Hard-links are a god-send, as the file contents will continue to exist in the filestructure

until the last pointer is removed. Thus, there's no reason to start over every Sunday.

It also used to be true that the copy of the archive was created in the morning, and THEN the rsync would take

place. As the size of the archive grew, the size of the copy caused the copy to not finish until mid-morning. This

caused network traffic during the middle of the day. For obvious reasons, this wasn't a good thing. The solution

was to 'precopy' the archive for tomorrow after the rsync is done. This causes all the network traffic to occur

early early in the morning, with most of it taking place well before the start of the normal work day.
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Log File

/var/log/backup.log

the log file

Scripts

/etc/cron.daily/backup

wrapper script, written in perl, that calls backup.pl via anacron (daily)

/usr/local/bin/backup.pl

The real backup script, written in PERL, called via /etc/cron.daily/backup. This script parses server_list

and launches a background process (backup_server.pl) for every server, and waits for all servers to be

done. It then does the dumping to external drive and external tape drive if directed to do so by

/etc/cron.daily/backup.

/usr/local/bin/backup_server.pl

This script does the actual mounting/umounting of the server (if applicable), and rsyncing to SAILbackup.

An instance of this is launched for every entry in server_list by backup.pl. This allows the servers to be

backed-up in parallel to each other speeding up the agency backup process.

/usr/local/bin/server_controls.pl

This script contains the actual mount/umount command and status reporting.

Configuration

/etc/backup

where the backup configuration files are stored

backup_server_list

the list of servers to be backed-up. This file contains one line for every server. The line designates how the

server is expected to be handled. The format of this file is filesystem://user:password@server/sharename.

If no special handling is required, then just the server name is acceptable. This is only true of servers that

can handle ssh/scp/rsync requests.

Examples:

    smb://admin:PASSWORD@base-summer/summer

    cifs://admin:PASSWORD@ad219/backup

    ncp://bakup.IT.JYS:PASSWORD@blue

    iron

rsync_X_list

file that contains a list of files and directories to be backed-up for server X (ex : rsync_red_list)

rsync_X_exclude_list

file that contains a list of directories/files to be skipped for server X (ex : rsync_red_exclude_list)

Archive Storage Area
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/srv/backup

where the backup archives are stored. This area is currently shared via samba. Simply connect to

\\sailbackup\backup in windows (NOTE: this is a READ-ONLY share, so if you're recovering from it, you

can't screw up the archive)

current

soft link to the current archive directory (ex: current -> /srv/backup/20060504)

README.txt

text file, similar to this that details how backups work

Disk Usage

Do a long list of the /srv/backup (ls -alF /srv/backup), and take a look

EXAMPLE

drwxr-xr-x 14 root root  344 2008-07-18 00:30 20080717/

drwxr-xr-x 14 root root  344 2008-07-19 00:43 20080718/

drwxr-xr-x 14 root root  344 2008-07-20 00:30 20080719/

drwxr-xr-x  2 root root   48 2008-07-20 00:30 20080720/

drwxr-xr-x 14 root root  344 2008-07-22 00:43 20080721/

drwxr-xr-x 14 root root  344 2008-07-23 00:43 20080722/

Since we're using 'cp -al' when creating the archives, if the creation dates for directories are the same, they are

linked. If they are not the same, they are independent. This is useful to determine where in the chain things went

badly. Each time the date start over, a completely fresh backup link is started, thus, using up more disk space

then if they were linked together.

In the above example, 20080717, 20080717, and 20080719 are all different creation dates. Thus, they all

consume the same amount of space. 20080719 and 20080720 are the same. This means that 20080720 was built

off of 20080719, and therefore 20080720 is not using up an entire day's worth of space. 20080721 was created

anew, as well as 20080722, so there's so much diskspace being chewed up that things could be getting very full

on the disk.

Another way to tell is the 5th column tells you the number of hardlinks the directory is composed of. Since

20080720 only has 48, and the others have 344, 20080720 is a much smaller footprint than the others.

To prove it, here's a disk-usage report:

sailbackup:/srv/backup# du -csh ./*

Recovering Files

To recover lost, deleted, or corrupted files or folders, you should mount the backup share on SAIlbackup onto

the fileserver (SAILbrain) via NFS, and copy the files/folders to SAILbrain. If you try to do a scp, or you mount

via samba or something like that, the timestamps and owners of the files/folders will be lost. If you do a cp -arp,

this will preserve all the ownership and timestamp data. The NDS permissions, however, are lost, so you'll have

to look at the volume_trustees.txt file on the backup date for details on how to set the permissions.

  root@sailbrain:~> mount /mnt/sailbackup

  root@sailbrain:~> cp -apr /mnt/sailbackup/<BACKUPDATE>/<path to files folders>/ <path_to_restore_point>
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then, be sure to umount the backup share from sailbrain

  root@sailbrain:~> umount /mnt/sailbackup

External Drive Backup

In Juneau, the entire backup archive is saved to a USB external Hard-drive on Wednesdays and Sundays. Each

external drive stores two archives. When the backup write occurs, the oldest archive is refreshed with new data.

There are currently two drives in the rotation. The idea is that at any given time, there is a drive that is kept

offsite in case of a disaster (either cyber or physical plant) that SAIL data can be recovered from.

Each Juneau drive is encrypted in case of loss or theft. Documentation regarding the encryption and data

recovery from the encrypted USB drives is kept here : Encrypted_External_Drives.

The external drives at the other sites are NOT encrypted. It is done this way because the remote site staff would

not have the tools or even a linux based machine to recover to in case of need. It is slightly risky from a security

standpoint, but since the drives are not ever transported, it seems like this is a proper balance between security

and practicality.

Tape Backup

Tape Backups are deprecated. It is old, slow technology. This section is retained for historical purposes.

Tape backups were clunky and extremely difficult and time consuming to maintain. They are slow and use old

techology. With the rise of cheap and large disk sizes, external drives are much easier and more reliable than

tapes.

The wrapper script, /etc/cron.daily/backup, directs the backup.pl script to write the entire archive to tape on the

first day of every month.

The procedure works as follows:

First, the archive is tarballed into 20GB chunks. This limitation is set by the capacity of the tapedrives/tapes

themselves. The tapes are rewound, and then the tarballs are gzipped onto the tapes. This is done because

although GNU tar can create tarballs that have a maximum size, then create a new chunk, it does NOT support

compressed (gzipped) multiple chunks. So this intermediate step of creating 20GB tar chunks must be

performed.

Once the first two tapes are written, the tapes are ejected, and the script stops. The rest of the archive chunks

MUST be written to tape by hand. This is a limitation of the tape drive's limited capacities. There's really

nothing that can be done except by drives/tapes with bigger capacity, or reduce the overall size of the archive.

Time Trials

On 06/23/06, the first successful dump to tape, the following data points were gathered:

90GB archive size1. 

Tar Started at 4:00 p.m. and concluded at 22:09, for a total dump-to-tar time of 6 hours2. 
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dumping 20GB to drive0 took 2 hours3. 

dumping 20GB to drive1 took 1.5 hours4. 

total time for tape tar/dump was 9.5 hours5. 

Tape Drive Control Commands in Linux

This will rewind the tape in drive0

mt -f /dev/st0 rewind

This will erase (and rewind) the tape in drive1

mt -f /dev/st1 erase

This will gzip a tarball onto a tape in drive1

tar czvf /dev/st1 /srv/backup/062306_part3.tar

This will recover a tarball from a tape in drive0 to the specified location

tar xvzf /dev/st0 /tmp/062306

This will display what is currently on tape1

tar tzf /dev/st1

This will eject tape0

mt -f /dev/st0 eject

For a more complete reference on tape control commands in linux, see http://www.cyberciti.biz/faqs/2006

/04/linux-tape-backup-with-mt-and-tar.php

WARNING

There are only two tape drives. The scripts are not smart enough to detect if more than two tarballs are created

(the archive size > 100GB), then a third chunk needs to be created and someone needs to insert another tape

into the drive to complete the archive to tape. This a complicated procedure that is currently not handled.

Adding a New Server

Adding a new server to be backed-up is fairly simple.

Add a new line to /etc/backup/server_list that corresponds to the username,password,filesystem, and

mount point

1. 

Add a new mount point directory to the /mnt directory on SAILbackup that EXACTLY matches the2. 
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server name in server_list

If the share is not to be mounted, but rather rsync'd directly to SAILbackup, proper ssh authorization keys

MUST be created on the server to skip password authentication. If this is not done, then the process will

go to connect to the server, but a password request will be initiated by the server to be backed up, and

eventually timeout (?). This is not desirable in an automated system.

3. 

Removing a Server

the easiest way to remove a server from the list of servers to backup is to comment out the corresponding line in

/etc/backup/server_list by adding a '#' in front of it. This causes the parsing routines to skip that line.

You can also delete the line in server_list, and delete the rsync_server_list and rsync_server_exclude_list files in

/etc/backup to be completely thorough.

WARNING

OES systems do not enumerate physical devices the same way as other linux based systems. The following

describes a problem encountered when the backup server ran OES. This problem was solved by switching to

Debian linux.

Because of the way that the linux system enumerates drives, both usb and the RAID array, IF the drive is

plugged in and turned on, and the system is rebooted, the USB drive will be seen BEFORE the RAID array, and

it will be deemed '/dev/sda1'. THIS IS BAD, because the system will not boot. GRUB has assigned sda1 to be

the RAID array, and will not find a root image on the USB drive. The short-term solution is to turn the drive off,

reboot, and turn the drive back on. The long-term solution is to play with udev, and try to force the system to

either assign the usbdrive a different schema, or to get the RAID drive to come up in BIOS before the USB drive

is. This might be able to be done in the boot settings in bios. Simply put 'removable drives' lower in the boot

order than the RAID array, and this problem might go away.
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